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Getting Started 

The Northern Mauler combines Swedish Chainsaw mayhem and boutique Revv amp tone in an 
all-in-one distortion tool for use into a clean channel, power amp, or recording interface. To start, 
find a distortion sound you like with the Amp Circuit, then mix in the Chainsaw Circuit and use 
the Volume knob to set global output. The Giv’r knob controls the saturation of both circuits.

Chainsaw Circuit

The Chainsaw Circuit provides an intense, chaotic distortion to make your playing stand out. Set 
Blend to 100% Chainsaw to boost high gain amps, or combine with the Amp Circuit while using 
the Northern Mauler for your distortion tones into a clean amp. Start with Bite and Growl on 10 to 
familiarize yourself with their character and reduce from there (if desired) until you’ve achieved 
balance with your rig. Don’t be afraid to experiment with extreme settings - that’s the sound of 
the Swedish Chainsaw!

Amp Circuit

The Amp Circuit is a custom-tuned high gain Revv amp channel. Northern Mauler can be used 
strictly as an “amp-in-a-box” with Blend set to 100% Amp, but you can also mix in the desired 
amount of Chainsaw from there to find your unique sound, even if you are going for a more 
“traditional” amp tone. When playing into a clean amp, many players will find a Blend setting 
near 50% optimal for that iconic Swedish Chainsaw and high gain amp combination from classic 
death metal albums.

Warranty

Please fill out the form on the website below within the next 30 days to claim your warranty. Revv 
Amplification will repair or replace: defective workmanship or materials at its discretion on all 
new Revv Amplification products purchased directly or through authorized dealers for one year 
from the day of purchase. This warranty does not cover shipping costs, product appearance, or 
damages caused by accident, abuse, alteration, or misuse. No other warranty is expressed or 
implied. WWW.REVVAMPLIFICATION.COM/WARRANTY

1. Swedish Chainsaw (Chainsaw Circuit) 2. Melodeath (Both Circuits)

3. The Revv Classic (Amp Circuit) 4. Savage Solo (Both Circuits)
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1. Input     Guitar in.
2. Output   Out to amplifier.
3. Power    See requirements below for safe operation.
4. Bite  Adjust treble of Chainsaw Circuit.
5. Blend  Blend between Chainsaw and Amp Circuits.
6. Growl   Adjust bass and mids of Chainsaw Circuit.
7. Volume  Adjust global output level
8. Footswitch Engage or disengage the Northern Mauler.
9. Treble  Adjust brightness of Amp Circuit.
10. Mids  Adjust midrange of Amp Circuit.
11. Bass  Adjust low end of Amp Circuit.
12. Giv’r  Simultaneously adjust gain/saturation of both Circuits.

The Power Requirements. 
Recommended Voltage: 9VDC. Current (Amperes) Minimum: 20mA. Isolated Center Negative 
Tip External Supply Only.
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Note: that these are starting points - adjust to taste based on your amp, guitar, and playing style.


